
Total User Provisioning

The Risk of IT Exposure
Is your company vulnerable to the 

threats within? It might be, unless 

you’ve deployed an identity and 

access management solution with 

risk capabilities. The fact is, many of 

the routine tasks an IT professional 

is charged with — like terminating 

a former employee’s network access 

or identifying which employees have 

access to sensitive systems — can 

put an entire organization at risk if 

mismanaged or not managed

quickly enough.

Eliminate risk. Return accountability

to business users. Control the

threats within.

The automated workflow has 

put accountability in the hands 

of users rather than IT.  Identity Enforcer is 

the most revolutionary identity and access 

management application ever. 

Ryan Ward, 
Technical Security Manager, MillerCoors

Turn IT into a store.

Solve Your Business Processes with an IT Store
As today’s businesses grow, so too do their applications, devices and,

of course, headcount. Managing these applications and devices and all corresponding 

users— whether onboarding, supporting or deactivating them — is an overwhelming

task falling squarely on the shoulders of already overburdened IT and help desk 

professionals. Overseeing it all across multiple sites and divisions complicates the 

challenge. By moving identity and access management to the actual users, IT can focus on 

more critical business issues.

See and index everything you manage by building an actionable business services

catalog in the form of a graphical IT Store. Using a self-service model (and the world’s

first IT Store for identity and access management), trusted business users manage their

requests for access and assets, groups and distribution lists. Avatier’s Identity Enforcer

and Group Requester are the industry’s only user provisioning products that

deliver the kind of functionality that relieves today’s IT and help desk professionals.

Routine IT operations — from increasing mailbox size to deleting expired groups — are 

streamlined and expedited. Most importantly, risk is lowered and resources are protected.

Identity and access management will never be the same.

Simplify routine IT operations through workflow automation and self-service provisioning.

www.avatier.com
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HRIS Driven User Provisioning with IT Asset Management
Improve business operations by automating identity management.

Identity Enforcer puts access risk accountability in the hands of the trusted 

business user. Using the world’s first IT store for access management, users can 

order the IT services they need through an integrated online Web store. This 

means even the most common tasks are automated— whether it’s a request for 

access, assets or applications— to reduce risks, thereby, freeing IT to focus on other

business-critical issues.

Identity Enforcer addresses de-provisioning tasks as well, providing the perfect 

solution to manage user termination risk. Upon termination, Identity Enforcer 

automatically disables access across all systems, ensuring the integrity of your 

company remains intact.

Manage Groups with Self-Service User Access Control
Stop group sprawl and manage IT risk.

For those who don’t have the time or the resources to set up an IT store or don’t 

need automated user provisioning, Group Requester represents a brand-new 

approach to access risk management by reassigning group management tasks to 

the business user, ultimately eliminating group sprawl and lowering access risk. 

As an innovative self-service request system, Group Requester addresses all group 

and distribution list tasks in an organization, including deleting expired groups, 

establishing group ownership, adding groups and requesting memberships.

By shifting the responsibility of group management tasks to business users, Group 

Requester improves security through workflow accountability, and unburdens your 

IT department.

Innovative Identity Management Delivered

Features

Avatier is defining the future by enabling business line managers to take control of the identity lifecycle and reduce risks through patented IT storefront technology with the industry’s first integrated 

risk management engine. We automate and unify enterprise operations by standardizing business processes with an IT store. Our identity management-enabled service catalog creates a single 

system of record for access, asset and service requests providing full IT Audit transparency. Our easily extensible identity management system adapts to business changes through configuration 

rather than programming, which lowers operational costs and supports corporate governance. Avatier solutions dramatically decrease time to value and maximize operational efficiency.

IT Store.
See and index everything you manage by 
building an actionable business services catalog 
in the form of a graphical IT Store. With Identity 
Enforcer, any user can complete tasks like user 
provisioning, asset allocation and application 
access. It’s as easy as shopping online.

Self-Service Request.
Eliminate delays in provisioning resources by 
returning identity and access management 
tasks to the user. Identity Enforcer’s self-service 
model presents a whole new way for users to 
request access, assets, applications and more.

Automatic Workflow.
Place accountability with business users. Identity 
Enforcer’s patented automated workflow 
enables users to “shop” for resources, while 
giving the appropriate management control 
over approvals. Provisioning transactions work 
just like shopping online.

Group Expiration.
Eliminate group sprawl by setting group 
expiration dates. Group Requester’s group 
expiration feature automatically notifies group 
owners before erasing groups, and deletes them 
when they reach end-of-life. 

Ownership.
Limit your risk by placing trusted group 
accountability in the hands of business owners, 
not IT. Group Requester enables you to set 
primary and secondary owners, while making 
business owners responsible for group renewals 
and management.

Add Group.
Take group lifecycle management off IT’s plate. 
Group Requester enables self-service group 
management by allowing the business to 
request the addition of groups to your systems. It 
automates workflow and establishes self-service 
requests for everyone to create groups and 
email distribution lists.

Features
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